Unfair to Accuse Afghanistan of Supporting Terrorism: Abdullah

KABUL - The Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah at the Council of Ministers’ meeting on Monday said “Afghanistan is a victim of terrorism and it is unfair to accuse Afghanistan of supporting terror and violence.”

The statement comes after a spat between Afghan and Pakistan governments which led to the closure of the Torkham crossing and huge losses in lives and property. The Afghan government had claimed that terrorists hidden in Afghanistan launched attacks against the country.

Abdullah said Afghanistan has a friendly foreign policy and friendly relations with its neighbors, “but it does not mean we should be accused.”

He added: “If it was right to go to, it has to be right to leave the job in a democratic way.”

His comments come days after Pakistan’s interior minister revealed Afghanistan had sought the country’s help in countering terrorism.

“Based on the order of the president, general Atta Muhammad Noor has been appointed as the governor of Balkh province,” read a statement issued by the IEBC on Monday. (Tolokoon)

Pakistan Welcomes Afghan Leaders’ Anti-Terror Cooperation Pledges

KARUL - Pakistan Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa on Monday welcomed Afghan leaders’ statement of cooperation with Pakistan in anti-terrorfight.

He told a high level meeting that enhanced security arrangements along the border lines are key to fight common enemies and terrorists of all hues and colors.

The statement came amid tensions between the two countries over terrorist attacks in Pakistan. Pakistan says the Pakistani Taliban militants operate from Afghan soil.

Afghan Villagers Flee Pakistani Cross-Border Firing: Aid Group

KABUL - Hundreds of Afghan families have been displaced by cross-border rocket and artillery fire by Pakistani troops, an aid group said on Monday, as tension rose over Pakistan’s military and militants implicated in recent attacks that killed 10 people in Pakistan.

As many as 200 families have been displaced from their homes, while some civilians have been injured from the shelling.

Decision on Troop Levels in Afghanistan Soon: Mattis

KABUL - The US secretary of defense, scrapping a planned visit to Kabul due to bad weather, says he will decide on troop levels in Afghanistan soon.

Jim Mattis told reporters accompanying him to Abu Dhabi he would submit his recommendations to President Donald Trump on whether to raise the number of soldiers in the war-torn country.

Refugee Councils: Millions seek safety

BERLIN - Millions more refugees could head for Europe if Britain and other NATO nations pull their troops out of Afghanistan too soon and the country collapses into disorder, the British defence secretary has warned.

Sir Michael Fallon told an audience at the Munich Security Conference that if Afghanistan’s fragile democracy failed “we here will feel the consequences, very directly.”

He added: “If it was right to go to, it has to be right to leave the job in a democratic way.”

His comments come during a discussion about whether NATO’s 15-year mission in the war-torn nation had been a success or a failure.

Sir Michael said: “If this country collapsed we here will feel the consequences, very directly. There could be three, four million young Afghans.”

“Where are our Pensions?” Ask Citizens

KABUL - A number of pensioners and citizens have taken the National Unity Government (NUG) to task for failing to abide by its commitment to them.

This was after President Ashraf Ghani and CEO Abdullah Abdullah had earlier pledged to improve the quality of public services in government institutions.

On Sunday pensioners and other citizens said things have become worse in the government institutions since the past two and half years since NUG leaders took the charge.

They also said that public services in the institutions were better under the previous government.
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